Nissan pathfinder pictures

I like the way this thing look. It has a touch of Cadillac Escalade to its overall exterior profile.
This is a great looking SUV from every angle you might look at it. All this comes packed into a
well crafted SUV. The big and bulky look along with LED day time running light give it a
complete look. Nissan has managed to give this 3 row SUV a very royal look on the outside as
well. Read all Reviews. The gearbox in the pathfinder is a generation old CVT transmission
which is a slow and does not help anywhere in gettnig better fuel economy. It creates a drone in
the engine when it goes through gears. The thing you going to hate the most while driving this
SUV in city conditions is how heavy the steering wheel is, it feels really out of character. For
vehicle like this, it is not a big problem when you are out on highway but it gets really annoying
when you trying to manuover it around tight parking spaces. Apart from being named
pathfinder, there is nothing special in this car which will make you think that this is a path
finding vehicle, Nissan has shifted it from a off road capable SUV to more of a mall crawler. But
this thing still has the capability of towing pounds. There is no big problem with the slow
shifting gearbox unit but i am pretty sure that you will start to hate the drone sound produced
by this gear unit during high rpms. Platinum 4dr SUV 3. WH Walter F. Pathfinder Pros - Seating
preset, Privacy rear windows, V motion front grill. Cons - Firm ride quality, power adjustable
steering column missing, apple carplay missing. BB Brandon A. Similar Cars. Top User Reviews
8. All Review Interior Exterior. The fifth-generation Pathfinder goes modern with new looks and
bunch of new technology. Nissan is heading into the model year swinging with a new Pathfinder
that's upgraded in all the right places. Nissan pays homage to the more rugged Pathfinders of
yore, complete with a subtle three-slot grille sitting atop Nissan's V-Motion grille. At the rear,
Nissan's designers couldn't really replicate the cool triangular window from the original
two-door Pathfinder, but they at least paid homage to the space with an angled C-pillar. Under
the hood is a 3. No turbos, no electrification. The Pathfinder can tow 3, pounds in its standard
form or 6, pounds with the available tow package in both front- and all-wheel drive forms. The
Nissan Safety Shield package is standard on every Pathfinder and includes automatic
emergency braking, blind-spot warning, rear cross-traffic alert, lane-departure warning,
automatic high beams, rear automatic braking, forward-collision warning, a driver attention
monitor and more. Nissan's ProPilot Assist comes standard starting at the Pathfinder's middle
trims. This hands-on technology takes care of braking, acceleration and steering in stop-and-go
traffic and on the highway. The top trim adds Navi-Link, which uses GPS data to slow for curves
in the highway or freeway off-ramps. The interior looks to favor function over form but there is
an optional The available 9-inch color touchscreen runs Nissan's usual infotainment system,
supplemented by standard Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. No word on pricing but the Nissan
Pathfinder goes on sale this summer. Keep scrolling for more photos of this three-row family
hauler. Be respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy
, which we encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our
discretion. Emme Hall. Read the article. Discuss: Nissan Pathfinder gets a rugged makeover.
Spacious little Hyundai Ioniq 5 electric crossover is all angles Spacious little Hyundai Ioniq 5
electric crossover is all angles 17 Photos. Kia previews its upcoming electric vehicles Kia
previews its upcoming electric vehicles 12 Photos. Nissan is in the process of updating or
redesigning almost every vehicle in its lineup, and one of the vehicles due to be redesigned is
the Pathfinder. A prototype for the new Pathfinder has just been spotted ahead of a likely debut
in the first half of We should see it on sale later that year as a model. The new Pathfinder looks
to have similar proportions to the current model, though a rugged and boxy look will replace the
current model's softer lines. The recently revealed Nissan Rogue hints at what's coming. The
interior too should take influences from the latest Rogue. This would mean an available digital
instrument cluster and a large infotainment screen. A shot of the new Pathfinder's interior
shows an infotainment screen with the same hexagonal shape as the screen used in the Rogue.
We know the new Pathfinder will stick with car-like unibody construction, though it isn't clear
what platform Nissan will use. In the powertrain department, the current Pathfinder's 3. A
4-cylinder and a hybrid powertrain should be offered at some point as well. Unfortunately, the
sole transmission will likely be a continuously variable unit. Expect a new Infiniti QX60 based on
this Pathfinder at some point as well. The current QX60 and Pathfinder are twins under the skin,
and Nissan has said it plans to use even more of its platforms for future Infinitis. The new
Pathfinder is part of a major product renewal at Nissan as the automaker seeks to turn around
its losses. As mentioned above, there are multiple new or updated models coming. Sign up to
get the latest performance and luxury automotive news, delivered to your inbox daily! I agree to
receive emails from Motor Authority. I understand that I can unsubscribe at any time. Privacy
Policy. Contribute: Send us a tip Contact the editor. Share This Article:. Follow Us Today:. Jay
Leno explains why the Pontiac Firebird is an overlooked gem. Stephen Edelstein - Contributing
Writer. Stellantis has disbanded the SRT engineering team. Joel Feder - Interactive Content

Manager. Should the C8 Chevrolet Corvette look more like a Corvette? Viknesh Vijayenthiran Editor. Sebastian Vettel sells Ferrari collection ahead of new season at Aston Martin. Is
Rolls-Royce reviving another name from its past? Porsche comes out on top in J. Power
dependability study. Motor Authority Newsletter Sign up to get the latest performance and
luxury automotive news, delivered to your inbox daily! Sign Up Today! Follow Us on Instagram
motorauthority. Car Tech Features View All. Chicago Detroit. Frankfurt Geneva. Los Angeles
New York. Motor Authority Newsletter. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Short negotiation. They do have ad ons which were not advertised but we were
able to work it out quickly. I asked for some numbers, seller did not wanted to help until i
schedule a test drive and an in person meeting. The price was too low and as soon i enquired
the vehicle was removed from inventory, the seller insisted in setting an appointment but he
failed to tell me the car was not on inventory. A fish and bait tactic. Very helpful , called right
back and although I did not purchase the vehicle they provided me with other options and are
currently trying to find the car I want. Highly recommend. I am extremely satisfied with my visit
to 26 motor! The staff was very friendly and helpful. OSA helped me through the whole process
and made everything easy! I highly recommend contacting osa for assistance - they have an
amazing selection on vehicles! I bought car from these guys they went out of their way to help
me, I mistakenly reviewed a different dealer with poor write up. Quick and thorough responses
via email. Car was freshly cleaned and ready for me to test drive when I arrived. No pressure,
just positive experience. And car was amazing. It's now at home in my garage. Thanks Ronnie.
Shawn was awesome! Professional and honest. Will encourage others to go to Pleasant
AutobGroup! Nice salespeople who are willing to work with you. However, quality of vehicles is
questionable. Despite no accidents reported on the carfax, a cheap inspection found signs of
collision and a slew of problems related to the accident. Buyer be wary, always get an
inspection before purchasing. These guys handled everything including delivering the car in
one day. I could not have asked for more out of Tacoma. You have to check them out. They were
terrible they ran three inquiries on my credit report with out my permission. I will never do
business with them. I called three times to ask if they have the car I wanted to look at. When I
got there they made me wait an hour. Very unprofessional and dishonest. Bought the car, very
content with the performance and quality of the car. Dealership and employees were very
friendly and easy to work with and yes they will contact you they want to sell! This was the first
time I had ever gone to a dealership that sells exclusively used cars. Very low pressure, very
thorough, excellent communication and fantastic value. Horrible this is why I will Never buy
from a dealer. Had a appointment to see specific car, when I got There they said car was out for
service. The Pathfinder originally came in a two-door body style only, but switched to four-door
in Early Pathfinders had the appearance of a truck with a canopy fused on top. As sport utility
vehicles grew in popularity, the Pathfinder evolved into a more sophisticated and comfortable
vehicle. The corners became more rounded, and overall the Pathfinder grew into a larger and
more attractive vehicle. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Nissan Pathfinder for Sale
Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Nissan Pathfinder listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information.
Authorized Nissan Dealer. The Pathfinder was last redesigned in , and a new Pathfinder is
expected in Read more. They got through EPA loopholes for fuel economy and provided
families added space as well as a 4-whee. With the Pathfinder, Nissan gets many things right.
However, at the same time, Nissan gets many things wrong. The result is a functional but
forgettable family-sized crossover SUV. Nissan Pathfinder Reviews Review. We opted for the
top of the line 4X4 Pathfinder Platinum and are enjoying every moment of it. Our previous
Pathfinder was driven in excess of k miles and expect the same mechanically. You cannot go
wrong with it. This Pathfinder is very roomy and comfortable. I have not figured out how to
change the default setting for the info screen yet. I would like the radio be the default rather
than the map. I test drove the platinum edition that was fully loaded except for it was lacking a
Sun roof which was a deal breaker unfortunately. I did enjoy the plush interior and ride quality.
We ended up going with the Acura MDX. Now that is refinement. Why Use CarGurus? Nissan
dealers in Atlanta GA. Nissan dealers in Chicago IL. Nissan dealers in Dallas TX. Nissan dealers

in Houston TX. Nissan dealers in Los Angeles CA. Nissan dealers in Miami FL. Nissan dealers in
New York NY. Nissan dealers in Philadelphia PA. Nissan dealers in Washington DC. Capable
and roomy, the Nissan Pathfinder makes a decent choice for families seeking three-row utility
and impressive towing capacity. The Pathfinder also makes it easy to bring along outdoor toys
on trips out of town, but some of its shortcomings make it less compelling than newer rivals.
For , the Pathfinder carries over unchanged. Last year's updates included adding front- and
second-row USB-C ports and a trickle-down to lower trim levels of advanced driver aids such as
adaptive cruise control, blind-spot monitoring and rear cross-traffic alert. The Rock Creek
appearance package, which debuted last year, returns for and dusts the Pathfinder with a bit of
mojo from its earliest days as a formidable off-road SUV. Today's three-row family crossover
Pathfinder shares nothing but a name with the original issue model, but it's still a capable SUV
in other ways. It's one of the few three-row SUVs that can tow up to 6, pounds regardless of trim
level, thanks to a torque-rich 3. Only the Dodge Durango is rated for heavier towing. All
Pathfinders also offer optional all-wheel drive. But beyond its towing chops and smooth power
delivery, the Pathfinder is a bit of a letdown. The native infotainment system feels about five
years behind, and the lack of Apple CarPlay or Android Auto means there's no workaround.
Other drawbacks include mediocre outward visibility, less cargo space than some top rivals
offer, and some harshness in the ride quality. The Nissan Pathfinder remains a solid
jack-of-all-trades SUV with plenty of capability and passenger room and an easy driving
demeanor. If you can sacrifice some towing capability, however, there are better choices. The
Ford Explorer, Kia Telluride and Volkswagen Atlas all start around the same price and can tow
5, pounds or more. The aforementioned Durango is also worth a look. All trims come with a 3.
Front-wheel drive is standard, but all-wheel drive is optional and includes hill descent control
and a special locking function for extra traction. All Pathfinders can tow up to 6, pounds.
Automatic emergency braking and reverse parking sensors also come standard. Moving up to
the SV adds a few more driver assistance features, such as blind-spot warning and adaptive
cruise control, as well as amenities such as a power-adjustable driver's seat, a leather-wrapped
steering wheel and an auto-dimming rearview mirror. Next up is the SL , our recommended trim.
It offers several more premium features than the SV for a reasonable price increase, with
highlights that include a hands-free liftgate, heated front and rear seats, leather upholstery and
a navigation system. Finally, the Platinum adds luxury touches such as a panoramic sunroof,
ventilated front seats, a power-adjustable steering wheel, and a premium Bose audio system. A
rear-seat entertainment system with dual 8-inch headrest displays is optional for the Platinum
only. The Rock Creek Edition, available for SL and SV trims, includes blacked-out exterior trim
such as inch wheels, grille, roof rails and other exterior accents. Notably, this package also
adds a trailer tow hitch and wiring harness. Choosing the Rock Creek Edition means you can
also pad on two other separate packages with features such as the panoramic sunroof, heated
front cloth seats and the Bose audio system. Makes no difference if it is a Nissan hitch or a
generic hitch. If you do install, the vehicle Nissan warrant will be void. Believe me I tried every
avenue even contracting Nissan by Case I now own a Nissan Pathfinder SL and cannot move
my boat trailer or utility trailer. What is Nissan thinking??? The only thing is they need to update
the Apple Play into the Vehicle! The Nissan Pathfinder is excellent!! It handles the road very
well. The only negative part is that Google Play is not compatible. I purchased the Pathfinder SL
Rock Creek edition, which is slightly slimmer than the regular models. It rides great and the
options it has are great, especially the Bose speakers. The only options I wanted was bluetooth
and leather seats, so unfortunately, the lowest model with leather seats is the SL. Though the
dashboard does look a little dated, compared with other auto brands, I like it for its simplicity.
My one gripe with Nissan is not including Google Play or Apple Play options, given that these
are relatively old technology that many other brands include in their models. It's almost like
Nissan wants to force you to use their map option, which is OK at best. It rides well, and I love
the black trims that this model comes with. This is my 3rd Nissan and so far I've enjoyed all of
them. Write a review. See all 9 reviews. NOTE: This video is about the Nissan Pathfinder, but
since the Nissan Pathfinder is part of the same generation, our earlier analysis still applies.
Edmunds experts get behind the wheel for the first drive of the Nissan Pathfinder. Looking for a
crossover SUV that's not overly cumbersome to drive but still has enough space to make it
versatile? The Nissan Pathfinder might be a good match. Here's a quick rundown of what we
like, what we don't and the bottom line from the Edmunds editors. The new V6 goes from to
horsepower. And while that doesn't sound like a lot, it can now tow up to 6, pounds, which is an
increase of 1, pounds from last year's rating, and certainly impressive for the crossover
segment. Even with that power increase though, the Pathfinder doesn't see a drop in EPA fuel
estimates. It's still an impressive 23 MPG combined, with the front wheel drive. It definitely gives
it a sportier vibe, but those changes mean the ride has gotten a bit stiffer. So you'll likely notice

a few more road imperfections on your way to work. Once you hop inside the Pathfinder, you'll
notice there's easy access to the third row. But in the third row, space is limited. Bit of a
trade-off. Think of it as a row for children rather than adults. You wouldn't want to put your big
friends back there. Up front, the seats are a bit firm and you may have difficulty finding a good
driving position. But there's a new larger standard touch screen for the center console. The
bottom line with the Nissan Pathfinder is that it's definitely improved this year. The robust V6
means there's good acceleration, and impressive towing capacity, even though there's limited
utility in space when you put it up against vehicles like the Honda Pilot, the Toyota Highlander,
or the Chevy Tahoe. For more Edmunds expert rundowns, click the link to subscribe. The
Honda Pilot sets a high bar for its competition. From the way it drives to its clever interior
storage and standard suite of driver assistance systems, the Pilot is one of the best three-row
crossover SUVs around. In just about every category, the Pilot gets our nod over the Pathfinder.
Another jack-of-all-trades like the Pathfinder, the Toyota Highlander is attractive to families on
more than one level. It's powered by a buttery-smooth V6 engine and is roomy enough for a
family. Yet it's also easy to maneuver and one of the quietest vehicles in the class. But it too
suffers from a frustrating infotainment system and some less-than-stellar ergonomics. The Ford
Explorer, another stalwart of the class, offers a wide range of models with varying powertrains
and option packages to suit many prospective buyers. But while the Ford offers a superior tech
interface and low levels of road noise, all of those options and trims can get a bit overwhelming
and expensive. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Nissan Pathfinder and
all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Pathfinder 4. Edmunds consumer reviews
allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are
saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance,
comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to
provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Pathfinder.
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Nissan
Pathfinder and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and
recommendations for the Pathfinder featuring deep dives into trim levels and features,
performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test
and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This
review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team
drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they
drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so
we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if
there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite
drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits
your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from our
massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Nissan Pathfinder. Edmunds has deep data on over
6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and
specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and
maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise
control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires,
wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to
compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior
features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating,
and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches.
My notifications My Account. Home Nissan Nissan Pathfinder. Select year - Upcoming - New.
Other years. Pros V6 engine delivers strong acceleration with decent fuel economy Third-row
seating is easy to access Robust towing capacity Automatic emergency braking and rear
parking sensors are standard on every trim level Cons Cargo capacity is below average Offers
less roomy third-row space than some rivals The top trim's ride quality may be too firm for
some drivers What's new No significant changes for Part of the fourth Pathfinder generation
introduced for Some vehicles exist to make your life more fun, while others exist to make your
life easier. The Pathfinder definitely aligns with the latter. It's easy to drive and can multitask for
a family, but it is largely forgettable, which might just be exactly what some people want.
Competency and stability are clearly more important than raw speed and ability in this class.

The Pathfinder's V6 engine provides enough power for everyday driving, and its suspension is
tuned just firm enough to keep the body stable as you go around turns. The steering, however,
can feel overly heavy at times. Despite its name, the Pathfinder isn't really meant to find
anything off the beaten path. It offers only 7 inches of ground clearance and should probably
stick to loose gravel trails and slippery surfaces. Comfort is a priority for a midsize crossover,
and the Pathfinder generally delivers. The front seats are nicely shaped and padded. The
second-row seating is decent for adults, but third-row seating is best suited for smaller
children. The tri-zone climate control system is very effective, and there's good airflow even for
third-row passengers. You also get a smooth ride as long as you pick a Pathfinder with the
smaller wheels. The Platinum trim's inch wheels, and the short sidewall tires that come with
them, create too many thumps and bumps when driving on rough pavement. Most major
controls are well labeled, but the layout appears cluttered. The steering wheel controls for the
instrument panel display double as audio controls and can cause a bit of frustration. Buttons
located by the driver's left knee also seem an afterthought. The driving position isn't great
either. Shorter drivers will feel as if they are sitting deep within a much larger SUV. But visibility
to the sides and rear is aided by an optional surround-view camera system, making parallel
parking a breeze. The infotainment system is dated. From the buttons to the graphics to the
information displayed, every part of this system lags well behind not only the competition but
the times as well. To compound the matter, neither Apple CarPlay nor Android Auto is
supported, so you're pretty much stuck with Nissan's old system. But the optional speaker
Bose audio system is impressive. So if you ever have the Pathfinder all to yourself, you can
absolutely rock out. A vehicle this size should be fairly versatile, and the Pathfinder is no
exception. Thanks to easy-folding second- and third-row seats, there's more than enough cargo
configurations. Another positive for the Pathfinder is that every trim level is rated to tow a
robust 6, pounds. That puts the Nissan near the top of the class. The downsides are a not
completely flat load floor when all the seats are down, which can make sliding in longer items a
bit frustrating, and less cargo capacity than some of the similarly sized competition. This figure
is typical for a three-row crossover SUV with a six-cylinder engine. On our mixed-driving mile
evaluation route, our AWD Pathfinder test vehicle got 21 mpg. In general, Nissan gives you
pretty good value for your money, at least in terms of features, but the dated interior is a definite
drawback. The Pathfinder does what you need it to but nothing more. Newer technology could
go a long way in promoting the Pathfinder in a very competitive segment since it already checks
so many other boxes. While it's nearly the top-level trim, we like the Pathfinder SL because it
adds desirable features such as a hands-free liftgate, a power-adjustable passenger seat, more
driver-seat adjustments, a degree parking camera, and leather upholstery. The top-trim Platinum
has even more features, but its inch wheels make the ride harsh. We'd avoid the Platinum for
this reason alone. Read more. Find savings on the Pathfinder for sale near you. ZIP Code. See
Pricing. See all Pathfinder lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Pathfinder. Most helpful
consumer reviews 1 out of 5 stars, Nissan Poor Technology. Check your price quote. Great
Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? In an imminent
collision, the Pathfinder can apply the brakes to avoid or mitigate impact. Blind-Spot Monitoring
Helps compensate for reduced side and rear visibility caused by the Pathfinder's stylish
exterior. Around-View Monitor Four cameras display a degree image of the vehicle. Selectable
curbside view works great for parking. Standard on the SL and Platinum. Side Impact Test
Good. Nissan Pathfinder vs. Honda Pilot The Honda Pilot sets a high bar for its competition.
People who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the Pathfinder both on the
road and at the track, giving it a 6. You probably care about Nissan Pathfinder fuel economy, so
it's important to know that the Pathfinder gets an EPA-estimated 21 mpg to 23 mpg, depending
on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're thinking about carrying stuff in
your new car, keep in mind that the Pathfinder has And then there's safety and reliability. Learn
more. To determine whether the Nissan Pathfinder is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic
consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the
Pathfinder. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to
compare the Pathfinder's average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot
to consider if you're wondering whether the Nissan Pathfinder is a good car. Edmunds' expert
testing team reviewed the Pathfinder and gave it a 6. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo
capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Pathfinder is a
good car for you. If you're interested in the Nissan Pathfinder, the next question is, which
Pathfinder model is right for you? What do people think of the Nissan Pathfinder? Edmunds
Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the
Nissan Pathfinder and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was
written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. What's a good price for

a New Nissan Pathfinder? Which Nissan Pathfinders are available in my area? Can't find a new
Nissan Pathfinders you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds?
Should I lease or buy a Nissan Pathfinder? Check out Nissan lease specials. Sign Up. Get price.
Our verdict. How does the Pathfinder drive? How comfortable is the Pathfinder? How
economical is the Pathfinder? Is the Pathfinder a good value? We appreciate your interest in our
inventory, and apologize we do not have model details displaying on the website at this time.
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